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FOREWORD

This report has had classified material removed in order to
make the information available on an unclassified, -open
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review
(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the
atmospheric nuclear test program by making as much information
as possible available to all interested parties.

The material which has been deleted is all currently
classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under
the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or
is National Security Information.

This report has been reproduced directly from available
copies of the original material. The locations from which
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings
and "holes" in the text. Thus the context of the material
deleted is identified to assist the reader in the determination
of whether the deleted information is germane to his study.

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated
in preparing this report by deleting the classified material
and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately
portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted
material is of little or no Fignificance to studies into the
amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals
during the atmospheric nuclear test program.
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ABSTRACT

Radiochemnical analyses were made on some samples of close-in fall-
out from the Danny Boy cratering event and some observations were mande
of physical properties of the particulate material. Contrary to obser-
vaticris on land-surface bursts, these samples were enriched in vola-
tilely-behaving mass chains. Otherwise, the fractionation of the f is-
sion-product radionuclides was found to follow the same patt n which
has been observed in land-surface bursts: Zr 9 5 , Mo9 9 and Cel did not
fractionate from, each other; R-r89 and Cs 1 3 7 fractionated strongly from
Zr 9 5, while Sr 9 0 , a,13 2, CSl$3 and Bal40 showed intermediate f-racticna-
tion; p,-rticles smaller than 44 IA were more highly enriched in volti~le y
behaving mass chains than particles larger than 44 pi. The density of
the radioactive particles ranged from 1.6 to 2.1 g/cm3. I-ost of the
particles observed were irregularly shaped and most were light yellow.
in color with black inclusions on the surface. About a third of the
radioactive particles studied were magnetic.
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SU124ARY

A limited number of close-in fallout samples from Danny Boy, a
cratering event in basalt, were analyzed radiochemically for some
important fission products. Observations of the chemical composition
and of some of the physical properties of the fallout part'icles were
also made. The samples showed strong fractionation of the fission

products, being enriched in the volatile mass chains relative to the

refractory mass chains. This condition is the reverse of that usually
observed in close-in fallout from surface bursts, but the relative
volatility of the volatile and intermediate mass chains remained the
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INTRODUCTIOIN

The Danny Boy event, conducted 5 March 1962 at the Nevada Test Site,
was an underground nuclear explosion which produced a crater in basalt.
The device, which was buried 33.5 m below the surface, had an explosive
yield of 0.43 kt. The crater which resulted from the event was 18.9 m
deep and 65.2 m in diameter. The fallout cloud which formed reached a

height of 300 m and deposited fallout of high activity for several miles
downwind. Studies of the crater and of the radiation survey made of the
fallout field were reported by Nordyke and Wray.1 Radiochemical analy-
ses of samples of the cloud and of the deposited fallout were made by
Bonner and Miskel, 2 in a study designed to estimate the partition of
the fission products produced by the device. The U. S. Naval Radiologi-

cal Defense Laboratory (NRDL) also received samples of fallout from
Danny Boy which were used for radiochemical fractionation studies as
well as for studies of the physical properties of the particles. This

report corntains the results of the LIRM studies, except for the gan-ma-
ray spectra. The latter will be analyzed in the light of newly developed
techniques and calibration data currently being accumulated. The spec-
tra and the quantitative data extracted from them will form the subject
of a second report.

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES

Five samples from the Danny Boy event were received by NRDL. Four
of these were fallout samples collected by the University of California
at Los Angeles (UCLA) School of Medicine, end the fifth was a soil
sample collected by the Nuclear Defense Laboratory (LTDL) in the area
near the crater lip.

The UCLA collector and processing procedure have been described by
Romney, et al.3 The collector consisted of a 29-in. x 43-in. x 5/8-in.
me.otal tra Boyco Auto Drip Ian) which was divided by taping of a 1/2-
in. x l/2-in. x 28-in, wooden bar to the center of the tray. Each half
of the tray vas lined vith 0.5-mil tylar film and contained approximutely

ti 777. 7'.
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1.8 kg of polyethylene granules, approximately 1/8-in, to 3/1 6 -in. in
diameter, which formed a matrix for trapping the incident fallout debris.

Three of the samples collected by UCLA were received by NRDL in the
processed condition. The fallout material had been separated from the

- polyethylene granules according to the following procedure: -The Mylar
"film was gathered up and formed into a bag; isopropyl alcohol was added
to the bag and the vet granules were transferred to a washer assembly,
which subjected them- to mechanical stirring and vibration for one min-
ute. The isopropyl alcohol with theý suspended fallout debris was then
drained into a 6-liter enameled pot through a 3-in. diameter weighed
sieve that retained all particles greater than 44 P. This operati n
was repeated until ro more than 10 % of the original radioactivity re-
mained in the matrix. The material retained on the sieve was washed
again with a pressure spray of isopropyl alcohol, dried under a heat
lamp, weighed, and radioassayed for gairra activity. The material smal-
ler than 44 p remaining in the drair pot was then collected by passage
of the liquid suspension through a weighed Millipore filter. This also
was heat-dried, weighed, and radioassayed for gamma activity. Each
processed granular-collector fallout sample received from UCLA thus con-
sisted of two size fractions: > 44 4 and < 44 p. The processed samples
-ere designated Y-24, X-24 'and T-18, according to the stations in the

fallout field (see Fig. 1) at which they were collected.

One unprocessed, granular-collector fallout sample was also received
from UCLA. This sample, designated W-10, consisted of the Mylar bag,
the polyethylene granules and the trapped fallout material.

The sample received from ML, designated DB-I, consisted of surface
soil collected from an area 5-in. x 10-in, on frozen ground at the base
of the crater lip to the northeast of ground zero. This sample was one
of two collected for another investigation at this Laboratory* on par-
ticle-size dfstribution, leaching, desorption and readsorption. Sample
DB-l was given to this project for gamma-ray pulse-height distribution
and radiochemical studies. When received, the sam.ple was contained in
6 volumetric flasks and 10 test tubes. The-matrial in the test tubes
(designated TT) had been collected on iarious Tyler sieves by wet slev-
ing. That in the flasks (designated VF) contained material of differ-
ent particle-size fractions (less than 44 p) obtained through a wet
sedimentation technique (described in Ref. 4). The techniqae is such
that each fraction contains particles of all sizes up to an indicated
maximnulm.

Table 1, sumumarizes the sample fractions used in this project accord-
±ng to designation, micron size range, and the types of analysis to

J vwhich each fraction was subjected.

* 2
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TABLE 1

Samples Received From Event Dann~y Boy

a
Sample Size Ra-nge Type of' Analysis-

Designation (4

UCLA Granular Collector Samples

Y-24 a > 44 Radiochemical
Y-24s. (1-4)c < 44 Radiochemical.

x-24a > 44 Radiochemical
X-24a (1l-4)- < 44 Size distribution, and ra~diochemrdcal.

T-l6a > 44 Radiochemaical
T-18a (1-h) < 44 Radioch~emical

W-10 Gross Size distribution, density, electron
-microbeana probe analysis, ratio o-r
active to inactive particles.

NDL Soil Sa~mple DB-l

IjTTI-1 colloid Decayb
TT- 44 Decayb

TIMT- 44-62 Fadiochemical
TT444-62 Decayb
TT562-74 Decayb

74-149 Decayb
TT71190-2380 Decayb

TT-8 2380-4760 Decayb
TT-9 > 4-,6 Radiochemical
TT-10 149-1190 Decayb
VF-1 0-30 Radiochemical
VF-2 0-20 Decayb

VF-30-10Decab
VF-3 0-10 Decayb

VF-5 0-3 Decayb
vF-6 0-1 Radiochemical

a. In addition to the analyses listed$ garrma-ray pulse-height distri-
butions were determined on all samples.

b. Gair~aa-ray decay measured on a a4-pi ionization chamber. In the light
of radiochemical resul1ts these samples were subsequently judged to
be perturbed, and the data are therefore not reported.

a. (1-4) indicates the number of ±sopropy3. alcohol washes that were
combined to make the sample.



EX(POTIMTAL PROCEDURES

Radiochemical Analyses

All radiochemical analyses were performed by TracerlabtWeat (mW)
according to standard radiochemical procedures described in Appendix A.
All results were reported in terms of the number of u035 thermal-neutron
fissions which would have produced the activity found in the total
sample analyzed. For the purposes of this report, these values were
converted into equivalent fissions of the device per scmple in the man-
ner described in Appendix B. The equivalent device-fissions for any
mass chain in a given sample is the number of atoms In the device which
underwent fission in order to produce the quantity of the !, %ss chain
observed in the sample.

Samnle Treatment Prior to Pkysical and Chemical
Property Observations

The X-2,a(1-4) sarriple fraction, the < 44 p fraction of one of the
processed samples from UCLA, was used by TLW to deteri;ine whether the
successive isopropyl-alcohol washings in the processing technique caused
a significant change in the particle-size distribution. The sample fr1c-
tion had been washed and filtered four times by UCLA. The particle-size
distributions were obtained by smearing of some particles from each of
the four filter papers on to microscope slides. The slides were r~od
under a 430X microscope and the diameter of each particle detected was
measured.

Sample W-10, the unprocessed sample from UCLA, was used for a numa-
ber of physical and chemical property determinations. The sample con-
sisted of fallout irzterial along with 1.8 kg of polyethylene granules.
The fallout was separated from the granules by dry sieving in a Tiler
sieving unit. The sieving unit had a 20-mesh screen (833-11 opening) on
top to retain the granules but not the particles. Three other screens,
with 1117-t, 104-p, and 44-p openings, were used. Particles retained on
each sieve were brushed onto alhninum foil, and samples for further In-
vestigations were selected from these separations. The material vas used
by 11W for determination of the ratio of the nunber of magnetic to non-
maGnetie particles, the ratio of the number of radioactive to non-radio-
active ykarticles, the densities of selected particles, and the chemical

c-imposition of sL of the particles as dL~terndned by electron-microbeamprobe analysis.

.. ... . .. ....
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Physical and Chemical Property Observations at MW

For separation of magnetic from non-magnetic particles, the par-
.ticles were arranged in a 1-in, ring on a Petri dish. A msgnetic stir-

.rer under the Petri dish r.gitated the particles and attracted the mag-
netic ones to the center. The magnetic particles were removed from the
center with a stainless steel rod to which they were attracted. A brush
was used for removal of the particles from the rod.* The separated ma~--
netic and non-rragnetic par-ticles were then counted.

The radioactive particles were located by radioautography with
Kodak Blue Brand X-ray film. The number of inact~'.re particles in an
area approximately 9003 microns square aro,,zd the -)dioactive -particles
was then counted under lOQX m~agnification. While-under the ni.croscotpe,
the radioactive part-f.cles were also classified by color, shspe, and size.

The density of a few selected particles is measured by a sedimen-
tation mrethod based on Stokes' law. Since strearaline flow could hardly
oc-cur with irregularly-shaned particles, Stc'.;es' law does not strictly
apply, but it does present a rouih estimrate of the true value. Particles
.;ere cleaned in acetone ar.i droppe~d througo a 12-in, pyrex tube filled
with trichloroethylene. 1. white light sh-ning dow~n from the top il~u:Min-
ated the particle (Rayleig-h scattering) so that its terminal velocity
could be measured vi.sually without a microscope.

IMeztron-mi~crobeam probe anal~ysis was used for determ.ination of the
cbem-i~cal eo7,position of six selected fert'icles, one mragnetic and five
non-magnetic. The American Metals 1R.search Corporation instrument was
used. The selected particles were embedded in plastic and hand-poliched.4
After removal from the plastic by application of heat and vith the aid
of a pirck, they vere placed on a beryllium disc and coated with a light
layer of carbon by vacuum, depositlon. Be.cause of particle p-.rosity and
rounded surfrices (the letter cr'eated by the hand polishing), the opara-
tore of the elec~tron microbeam perobe analyzer were forced to scan the
parices for usable points.

V ~ýadioc1bemical Daxta

Table 2 presents the results of radiochemical analyses of three of
the granular collector samples, Y-2~4p X-24~ and T-18. The < 441 frac-
tiona and the,> 4~4 p fraction of each oft these samples vere analyzed

6



separately. The data are presented in terms of equivalent fissions of
the dehvice per sample (see Appendix B), and are averages of duplicate
determinations unless otherwise noted. The percent standard deviation
is shown in the table only when calculated to be greater than,-+ 2 %

-. In those cases where only a single value is reported (footnotes b. d,
-and h), the standard cou~nting error is reported if greater than + 2 %

The radiocheimical procedures utilized and the nuclear constants used
in reducing the data are presented in Appendix A. Coriments by the con-
tractCor (~TLW) on the radiochemical analyses are included.

Table 3 presents the radiochem-ical results in terms of ratios of the
tyer95 , described in Appendix B.

Particle- Size Distributions After
Successive 'Washintgs

Figre 2 shows the particle-size distributions of the < 44~ p. sainple
fraction design~ated x_24a(2.14), olotained~after each of foin' successive
iso~ropyl-alcohol vr-Fhing-s. The distributions were obtain-:!a oy micro-
sco;ýic cyarr.r~ation of s~~esfron the filter ~paprs. T~la:gE-Pst di.'-_n-
sicn of the INarticles was estitrn-'-;ed to the nearest mi~cron, by u~e of a
retivle with 5 P rulings. The esti-mmted error was of the order of a
micron. The distributions may be con~sidered representative but not very
acc-urate, since the numrber of particles mea~sured for each sa-mple was
ratlher s-.ail.

%1,4 shows the size distribution of the mz~netic and non-m~agnetic
radinactive particles fromi sample W-10, the unprocessed Crcanular collec-
t.or sample. Fifty-k'our radioactive particles were found in tWs sample.

In white trns~mittei lit-ht m~ost of the non-magnatic radioactive par-
ticllvs wore light yell, with smell1 black spots included or fused to
Cho surface. Of all the radioactive particles foundo only one had a
rath.er regu-lar sliape. It was mediuin-sized; light breorn, and oval. Six
ef tl~ 54 T-3rti'nlcs hai a docideily spon~c-like Cppea.-rcnce. Large in-
ternal bubbles and t-isphtric Gurrace depressions 'uere characteristic
of this groups One iýarticle had lorqZ neeile-like bubbles inside it.

The ragnetic particles also fell into two groups. The first# the
large me,!;netic particles) had inclusions similar to those in the first
group of non-miagnetic particles, but the black inelucions were signi-
ficantly larger, The second group of m~agnetic 1mrticles,. all lose than
40 pp, were black, and 1xi very little radioactivity.

", Mi8
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4r' F;RST ,..SHING [SECOND' '.ASHING

147 P;-Z<flCLES 151 PARTICLES

-TH:RO e-ASHINC) FC&ORTH WýASHING
129 PAR-TICLES I P.4flICLES

10

5 to 15 L0 Z5 30 0 0 IC) 16 22

F'1. 2 Fr~tie.-e SUze DistribuationIs ror Ssople Fraction X-2hsU.-4) After
E~ch of F'our Sucesosive ¶Woshiný?s with Isopropyl Alc~ohol.
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TABLE 4

Size Distribution of Radioactive
Particles from Sample W-1O

Size Range Number of Non-magnetic Number of

(M) Particles Magnetic
Particles

> 250 7 2
150-250 9 0.
100-150 10 3 -

50-100 12 i
< 50 0 10

Totals 38 16

Density Measurements

The particle densities vere all relatively low, even those for raý-
tidles having large black inclusions. No particle density vas greater
than 2.1 and most were about 1.8. The density of the one oval shaped
magnetic particle vas 1.77. Translucent silica has a density of 2.07,

* but the particles bore scant resemblance to marine sand. However, the
density of basalt is between 2.5 and 3.1, so the particles are probably
closer to-silica. It is possible that the presence of very small interior
bubbles could have made the density measurements misleading.

Chemical Composition by Electron Microbeam
Probe Analysis

The chemical composition results are shown in Table 5. The table
shows the percent composition for Ca, Mg, Al, Si, and Fe, expressed both
as elements and as oxides. The last column shows the sum of the oxides.
The deviation of t~pse values from 100 % indicates the unsuitability of'
the particles, because of their porosity and the rounded edaes caused by
hand polishing) to this kind of analysis. Ptirtieles A, B, C, D, and E
had the distinctive sponge-like appearance, while Particle F contained
many colored spots in a clear matrix. Within the limitations of their
reliability, the data indicate the particles have compositions resembling

": ~basalts.•
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DISCUSSION

"Correlation of Radiochemical Results

The kind of radionuclide fractionation observed in the local fall-
out from the Danny Boy event was different from that shown by the data
on local f~llout from near-surface bursts correlated by Freiling6 and by
crocker.7,b The samples from the near-surface bursts were depleted in
volatile mass chains, such as mass 89 and mass 137, relative to mass 95.
In the Danny Boy samples, on the other hand, enrichment in the volatile
.ass chains relative to the mass-95 chain was usually observed. However,

in both types of event the smaller particles were found to be the more
highly enriched in the volatilely behaving nuclides. The probable expla-
nation is that the refractory mass-95 chain (along with the other re-
fractory chains) condenses so quickly that very little of it escapes
from the immediate area of the crater. Bonner and Miskel estimated,
from the analysis of cloud samples and close-in fallout samples from
Danny Boy, that only a few tenths of 1 % of the refractory mass chains
"escaped iuto local and vorlu- .ide fallout, but that 10 to 20 % of the
volatile mass chains escaped.

The radiochemical data on the Danny Boy samples were correlated
according to the log-log plotting method of Freiling, 6 which is described

in Appendix C. The correlation offered an opportunity of comparing the
NRDL radiochemical data with the results reported by Bonner and Miskel

Sfor ground-collected close-in samples. The latter appear to be com-
panion samples to the NRDL granular-collector samples, and were probably
obtained from the same source. The two sets of radiochemical results

are compatible, since they follow the same correlation lines, as shown
in Figs. 3 to 8.

!A
It seems clear from the figures that the radiochemical data on the

! " fractions of the soil sample, DB-l, cannot be correlated with the data
"on the granular-collector samples and the samples of Bonner and Miskel.
It is believed that the wet sieving process, to which satuple DB-l was
subjected, resulted in leaching appreciable amounts of some activities
from the debris. Since the DB-1 data points for Sr9O, Cel4l, Bal40i and
Csl36 lie above the correlation lines, it is necessary to postulate pre-
ferential loss of Sr89 in the leaching. In the case of Cs837, where the
DB-l points correlate with those for the other samples, it is possible
that a comiensating loss of Csl37 occurred. Note that the foregoinL
"explanation of he DB-I data 0onts requires the assumption Sr
differs from Sr and that cs3 differs from Csl37 in leachability.I 'Such an asswuption is not tenable on chemical grounds, but 4ouMd be

justified if the processes by which the radionuclides were incorporated

./ •_.77-: _7,77:7_7_7
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89 137
into the fallout differed; i.e., perhaps Sr and Cs a e mainly pre-
sent on the surfaces of the particles while Sr9O and Csl3b have penetra-

:ted further into the interior.

The slopes of the correlation plots indicate the extent cf fraction-
ation from Zr9 5 of the nuclides to which they refer, relative to the
fractionation of Sr 8 9 to Zr 9 5. The slope for a particular nuclide is
thus a measure of the relative volatility of its behavior. Table 6
gives the slope, the 95 p confidence limits, and the coefficient of cor-
relation (COC) for the nuclides determined on the Danny Boy samples,
along with comparable parameters from previous correlations of data on
other events. The data points for the soil sample, DB-1, were not used
in calculating the parameters, but the data points of Bonner and Miskel
vere included.

95 The parameters for Danny Boy indicAte that Cs137 fractionated from
ZrI to about the same extent as did Sr69 ; the fractiorAtion of Sr 9 O and
Te1 3 2 was slightly less; and the fractionation of Cs1 3 6, Cel4l and BaI40
was markedly less but still appreciable. There was no fractionation of
l.Yo9 9 and Ce1-44 from Zr9 5 . The Danny Boy parameters agree withtn the
95 % confidence limits w'fth the parameters for the other tl~ree silicate-
soil events listed in the table--Sedan, Johnie Boy, and S-mallboy. Sedan
was a relatively large (about 100 kt) cratering shot in alluvium, scaled

" " d4epth as Danny Boy. Johnie Boy and Smallboy were low-yield
near-surface shots; the former was detonated 23 inches

reow the surrace in basalt and the latter 10 feet above the surface of
alluvium. The parameters for Johnie Boy and Smallboy appear to be
slightly higher, in general, than those for Danny Boy and Sedan. None-
theless, the parameters for all four events %gree within the confidence
limits except for the high value of the Csi3 slope in Johnie Boy and
the loq values for the BI 0 and Tel 3 2 slopes in the Sedan event. The
first two of these (csl3 and Ba140) are only slightly out of range and
the lest is probably an artifact of the linear regression method of fit-
tine (see Appendix C). A "visual" fit of the Tel32 data from Sedan
would prefer a slope in the range of 0.7 to 0.8. The parameters for the
coral-surface events also agree within the confidence limits with those
for the silicate-surface events except in the case of cs13 6 . This nuc-
lide showed moderate fractionation in the silicate events) but no frac-
tionation in the coral-surface event.
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CONCLUSION~S

The number of samples received by TNRDL from the Danny M~y event
was limited and there was initially some doubt. as to the validity of
the radiochemicaJ. reauJlts, since all of the samples had been subjected
to solvent action at so-e point in the processing. In the case of the
granular-collector samples the solvent was isopropyl alcohol.*-e
soil sample, DB-1, on the other hand, was subject to possible leachinE
action by water in the wet-sieving process; in addition, it was reported
to have been exposed to an indeterminate anount of wetting by snow
prior to collection. Unfortunately no sarmples of the isopropyl alco-
hol or of the vater fron, the wet-sieving were available for analysis.
11crbqever, the results of the correlations of the radiochemical date
rrovide som-.e basis for J`-_gment. It appcars that the isopro&yrl alcohol
had no appreciable leaching effect on the fission-product radion~uclides,
since the datLa from the granular-collector samples correlate reasonably
well, the losof the correlation lines agree with those obtained
for other silitcAc-surface events, and the agreement v~th the resu.lts
o'r r-onner and. NisE.!el is satisfactory. On the other hand, tre, wet-
sievinig procness (or pocssibly the wettinLc by sncv) of sarmple T>B-1 ep.,ttrs

tohae altered some of' tx- fission-product concentrat ions, as discussed
earlier.

P~cept f'or the prec_;nce of larGer particles in later washes, the
particlc-siz.e di.stribution. studies of fractions -from successive iso-
propyl-alcobc2. vahirs of the < 44 fraction of sample X-24 do not
indicate any* significant diff1erences.

The limited observations of the physical properties of the Danny
Boy debris particles suggesto that they were similar to particles from
surface bursts. The proportion of radioactive particles of regular
(spherical or spheroidal) shape was compartey low) and the ratio
of mana-ntic to non-rý%_gnetiAc particles was sorr2,0what high. Spherical or
sphc'roida.1 particles rccoult from complete melting of the material in
the fireball.* Since the fallout from cratering even~ts contains a much
larger proportL.ion of inactive soil than does that f'rom~ surface burets,
the scarcity of rngtuar particlers is not surprisin.p,. It is more dif-
ficult to account for- th,ý proportion of ina,ýnetic pqrticles in the Danny
Boy debris. In surface bu~rsts, madnetic particles are usually associ-
ated with lar6:e arournts of steel, such as steel bowers; on the site of
the detonation. Sin!ýa the magnietic particle data on Danny Boy are frag-
m~entary (only 54~ radioactive prti.cles were emcmined) it is probably

unsafe to draw conclusions#

j22
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APPE2flJEDC A

HADIOC~IMAICIAL AKNALYSIS PROCEDURE USED) BY TRACEFLaB/YEST

Chemnistry

The granular collector samples were received as solutions in 100-n!
volumetric flasks. licrr.ever, the solution levels were below the mark at
the timte of~ re~ceipt. T1he following amiounts of water were added to the
volumnetric flasks in order to bring them up to the m~ark (at 200C) and
to peýrnit the samples to be divided e qaally:

v-24a, > 44 A no Vate; ade

Y-21ha, <h~ 4 0. 6 rra
Y.-24a, > hd 4P 0.25 ml
X-24,as < 44~ L4 no water ad.ded
T-18a, > 44 4 o.45 M1
T-18a, <U 44 0.25 ml

TIoo 5rD-!Ta aliqlaots were tqaken from tbese solutions and tseqaential
aral ses for th.e follo~wing nucyesý re parfonted: sr )909, zr95, 14o99,
Tel3, )CS136 01370 and Ce

Thne carriers were equilibrated with activity with 'U10 3 and then 5 M1
Of 11,:SO4 were P4Qd. Barium and strontium were removed as sulfates.
Tel3uriuzn ietal vas precipitated from a 214 11Ci (nitrato-froe) solutio'n
by biibblinZ 8O2 gas throui,,h it * After bollin~g and treatment with Br2
vater, the hydroxides of Zr and Cc were precipitated with 1;,-OH. The
supernate as uicidified with hlC1 and put threaah a Dowex 1-XlO column
for separb.*ion of Cs from Mo. Zirconium was selarated from Ce by pro-
cipitation of ZrM4. All fractl.uns vore put through strundard decon-
tz4.nation procedures.

,t.L,p103 vF'-i, wr-6, TT-3 and 'T~-6 were dissolved in 100-wi teflon
beak~ers by means of .the NTO~L "Roc1R Dissolution Procedvire" (see Appen-
dix D). The e gninples vere p al 4~ in duplicate for the followingr~clides:. Sr9 a , Bal4O, Cel,91",14 9 ,C 1  1? ndTi 2

*4chemical separation vwas identical to that used on the granular collec-
tor samples except for the separation of 14o and Cs with. the Dowe~x 1.410
colu:r:i, sinice Ho0 vas not asialyz~d in these samplese.
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Counting

All purified samples were beta-counted. Most samples were counted
on methane -end -window (M4EW) proportional flow detectors4 These detec-
tors use 99 % C.P. methane gas and a window of 1.75 mg/-em2 aluminuim.
Samples of low activity levels were counted on Tracerlab CE-14 low

*background end-window flow counters which use 99 % helium, 1 % isobu-
tane gas, and a 0.9 mg/cm.2 aluminized mylar window.

Standard counting methods were used for assay of the various nuclid-es
as appropriate: i.e., direct counting (at least three consecutive count-
ing measurements), two-component decay resolution, and aluminum beta-
absorption curves. The proper corrections were then made for samrire
self-absorption, chemical yield, decay, growth, and cou-nter efficiency.
'Briefly, the techniques for the various isotopes were:

Sr ,9 Sr o: Direct-count Sr 89and Sr 90immuediately after Y 90has
grown in), milk off' Y90 and count. Ma-e appropriate
subtraction to determine Sr89.

zr95, 3al4o: Direct-i',ount irt'nediately and m~ake correction for
dau-hter growth.

99 9; 9140 : Direct-count equilibrium mixture of Mo -Tc. Fo2lvw
beta-decay for purity check.

T0132 Follow decay until lonZ-lived Te comnponent is left.
Least-scquares calcu~lation Cn IRA, 7090 eccrputer to
resolve TeI32.

C5136 ) CS137: Follow detcay for sufficient time to permit least-
squares calculation on 134 7090 computer to resolve
ech comiponent.

Ce Ce Obtain alurnin absorption curve to resolve Pr
dau~ter of Cl.Subtract equivalent count rate of
Cc aina fr144 fromn count at zero absorber to deter-
mine- C01 1~.

7he nuclear constanta used in reduction of data are listed in
Table A.I.

The beta-emission rates encountered in the samplea were usually
adeq~aste for reasonable counting proecision. The lowest count rates
were found in the samples T-18a (>~ 44p), and IT~-9 (a fraction of the
DB-1 soil sample), but even these varied by several orders of magnitude
for different isotopes*
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TABLE A.1

Nuclear Constants Used in Reduction of Data

Nuclide Half-Life Decay Constant Fission Yielda

(days) (day-) (percent)

Sr 52.9 0.0131 4.8

90 ~ 45Sr90 1.01 y 10 6.86 .10-5 5.9'

Zr9 5  64.8 0.0107 6.4
MO 2.75 0.2518 6.1
Te132 3.24 o.214 4.4

Cs13 6  12.9 0.0537 0.006

9.71 y 10' 7.14 y i0"5 5.9
Ba140 12.79 0.0542 6.3

Ce 3.5 0.0213 6.0

6Ce 52 o.OQ h 6 6.1

a. For ther-a!-neutron fission oV 0U'3.

The cowlt-rate levels of the milbed semples were all below
100 cnm anud required 1.:-backrround beta counting. The count-rate
levels of Sr89v ere adequate.

.99

The M1o samples were measured ut count-rate levels varyins from
5 cpm to IOM epm for different samples at 22 to 24 days after the
6'imny Boy event.

'M The , ncont rates for the grenular collector swripl•s were all.
Creater than 300 elm, usually several thousand ey. In the case of
the soil samles, the Tl32 could not be resolved from the relatively
high levels of long-lived Te because thase samples were received and
processed about 38 days after the Danny Boy event. For this reasono

T sults for the latter samples are reported as limits.,
1o3613

The counting rates of the C3 alla C1 seJples were generally
less than 100 epu but ranged from 4j to 300 cp. The combined counting
rate for the two isotopes vas not less tlumn 12 eme. -The beta-decay data
for these satples vas take ou tho WN counterp because of an oe a
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of very-low-counting samples on the low background couiters at the
time. For this reason, the errors on some of the cs13b values are
rather high. The lowest-counting Csl37 samples were later recounted
on low background counters for better statistics.

It is poss le that the results for the long-lived isotopes Sr90,
Cs1 3 7 , and Ce1 ' were perturbed by unknown amounts of pre-shot back-
ground in the soil at the test site.

It is believed that one aliquot of the TT-9 fraction of the DB-I
soil sample received cross-contamination from another sample during
the separation of the Cs-Zr-Ce fraction. For this reason only the
results from the secoad aliquot of TT-9 were reported for these nuclides.
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APPENDIXC B

BACKGROUN4D INFOFMATION ON ýThOD FOR EXlPRES7TNG RADIOCHIMICAL RESUILTS
IN TERMAS OF EQUIVALENT FISSIONS

Consider a fission event which consists of F simultaneous fissions
and which produces Ai atoms of mass i. The total chain-yie'ld of the
mass-i chain is defined as

Y At/F

If the total number of atomns Awere determined for this event, and if
Yiwere known from previous experience vith similar events, F could be

J calculated.

Frequently, as in the case of nuclear bursts) only a ea-nple of the
products is availa*ble for analysis. If Cý represents the n'um-ber of
mass-i atoms in this sample, the number of fissions represented by
these atoms is

Here, f1 is the number of equivalent fissions for the mass-i chain. If
the sample were representative, this value could be calculated for each
fission product mass chain, and the values so cal.culated would all be
equal. Decause samples of nuclear bomb debris are not compl.etely rep-
resentative but have been enriched in some fission products or depleted
in others by so-called fractionation processes, values of f1 calculated
froit the determinations of different mrass chains will not all be equal,

3 thou~h some may be. As a consequencep the equivalence of these values
for different mass chains detemiined in the same sample indicates that
the mass chains to whichi they refer did not fractionate from each other
in the debris foritation process. Conversely, the. lack of equival.ence

~.of these values indicates fractionation. Since the mass-95 and Mass-89
chains differ widely in babovior) the rutio of their equivalent-fission
values r 9 9

I'.28



is a useful. measure of horw badly a given sample is fractionated. It is-
called the fractionation ratio.
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APPRMDDC C

BACKGROW1D INFORMA-TION ON RADIOCRHA~ICAL DATA CORREL~ATIONS

The Katio re9,9ý, described in Apeni B, indicates the extent to
which Sr 0 9 has fractionated from Zr9). The fractionation of any other
nuclide i from Zr95 can then be related to in sipl wa blog-log plottingb. Values of r~995 for a set am~ples are 'used as
abscissas and correspond~ing values of rj,95 are used as ordinates. The
points can usually be fitted with a fair degree of confidence to the
line:

log rj9  a + b~ log r8 9 ,9

Values of7 aj and bi can be determined by linear regression, along with
.-oefficiernts of correlation and limits of confidence. The slope, bj,
indicates the decree to which the nuclide I fractionates fran Zr95
relative to the fractionation of 9r89 from _Zr95. If i does not frac-
tionate at all, the slope will be near zero; if i fractionates lil~e S 9
the slope will'be near one; intermediate fractionation yields slopes
betwepn zero and one) while degrees of fractionation greater than that

A ; of Sr09 will give slopes greater than one. Negative values of the

slope are sometimes enco,,mtered. The implication of a negative slope
for nuclide I is that Zr95 fractionated from I in the same direction

4 that cjrt9 fractionated from Zr95,

The significance of the intercepts, a1, is less clear-cut. If' all
the correlation lines pass through the point (r89 5 = I r 9=
then some part of the debris rmy exist vhich has d~e s~ame rel.a tve pr'o-

portions of radionuclides as the unfractionated fission-prodact mixture.
Interpretation of the siGnificance of the intercept val.ues isa complicated
by the fai~t that they ma~y be strongly affected by calibration errors In

the doterminstions as well as by errors in the nuclide yield estimates
Sfor the device.
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APPENDIX D

ROCK DISSOLVING PROCEDURE

10 g finely ground rock, in 250 ml Pt crucible.

.1. Add 30 ml off cone. HF. After initial exothermic reaction h~as
ceased, boil to dryness (or until spattering starts).

2. Repeat HF treatment.

3. Add 30 ml conc. HC104, 10 ml conc. HNO3 and 10 ml conc. HF.
Boil to strong fumes of HC104. Cool. Wash fume hood or chaniGe to
new one.

4. Rinse down the sides of the crucible with 6 N~ HCaO 4 and add 10
to 20 ml of cone. HClO 4 - Fume to dryness) or until spattering starts.

*5. Add 50 ml1 of 6 N HLd Boil gently for four or five minutes.

Cool.

6. Centrifuge 5 minutes and pour supernate through No. 40
filter into pot*

7. Add '20 ml 6H lIM to ppt. and warm. (Centrifuge cone containing
HC1 may be warmed b7y turning on evaporators ean holdinG the cone in
the evaporator veU. for one or two minutes. Watch for bum21rgl) If all
ppt. goes into solution, cool and if salt reprecipiates, repeat Wash-
ing ppt. with 20 ml portions of 6 V HM0 until all ppt. is dissolved.
(Also try warm H120)-

8. If residue remains, transfer from centrifuge cones to platinum4'
crucible vith vater, add 10-20 mil cone. Up, and boil to dryneoss. Re-
peat HIP treatment. Wash do~m walls of crucible with - 20 ml 6 N 11C101.

and fume dorn to dryness or until spattering starts. Repast Hdl0 fu-
ing. Wash fume hood.

96 Repeat step.8 until the residue has all. dissolved. Then repeat
* steps 5-7.
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10. Transfer filter paper to small Vycor beaker, add 20 ml conc.
1{NO and 20 ml conc. HC1O4 . Wet ash filter. Fume to dryness or until
spa~tering starts, add 20 ml 6 N HCl and boil gently two or -three min-
u-tes, cool and centrifuge. Transfer supernate to pot. Treat~any resi-
due by steps 8 and 9; however, no filtration should be required at
this stage.

%
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